
Air Seeder Hose Sale
In stock now. Don’t miss out.  

ramseybros.com.au

CLEVE 8628 2100  •  CUMMINS 8676 2103
KIMBA 8627 2371  •  MURRAY BRIDGE 8531 2244
RIVERTON 8847 2804  •  WUDINNA 8680 2200

Superseeder Rubber Hose
RYCO Superseeder Rubber Air Seeder Hose has been specially 
engineered for Australian conditions.

Superseeder features include:

 3mm super abrasion resistant tube
 Double wire helix with textile reinforcing 
 Weather and ozone resistant

32mm to 125mm

From just $18.70 /metre
All prices include GST

FREE FREIGHT for early orders
(Ends March 31)



BARFLO INDUSTRIAL AIR SEEDER HOSE 
Lightweight, flexible vacuum and delivery air seeder hose. Good flexibility gives a 
tight bend radius. All hoses are black and UV stabilised. Also suitable for other 
less demanding applications. 

13mm to 100mm  From just $4.33 /metre

MEDIUM DUTY AIR SEEDER HOSE 
Clear, medium duty flexible PVC suction / discharge hose with a black spiral. It 
has a mirror smooth bore to minimise friction losses and is UV-light resistant. 
Horwood Bagshaw’s hose of choice.

25mm to 75mm From just $6.67 /metre

HEAVY DUTY AIR SEEDER HOSE - BLACK SPIRAL 
Heavy duty, clear hose with a thicker wall gives increased abrasion resistance 
while still offering good flexibility. Features a mirror bore, black reinforcing and 
has excellent UV resistance. This is the heaviest duty PVC spiral air seeder hose 
on the market.

45mm to 64mm From just $23.28 /metre

HEAVY DUTY EXTRA FLEXIBLE - GREY SUCTION HOSE 
Tough, flexible, easy to handle suction and delivery hose for air seeder, water 
and liquid transfer on agricultural equipment. Excellent abrasion resistance. Also 
suitable for some chemical applications.

25mm to 100mm From just $7.18 /metre

LDPE AIR SEEDER TUBE 
LDPE seeder tube is designed as a smooth bore secondary line on air seeder 
equipment. It is made from low density polyethylene for outstanding toughness, 
flexibility and abrasion resistance.

23mm to 32mm  From just $5.50 /metre

Talk to us about all your Air Seeder Hose 
and machinery needs.

All prices include GST
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Air Seeder Hose Sale
Get set to sow
 Huge range
 Top brands
 Great prices


